
Artist Advocate toolkit

Figment Arts developed a mentoring programme, supporting 
learning disabled artists to work with non-disabled artists to 
develop new skills, develop their creative practice and work 
on their independence and confidence as artists.

This toolkit is a practical guide based on our experience on 
the Level Up project.  It has been developed by Figment Arts 
staff, learning disabled artists and non-disabled artists who 
worked on the project.
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Role of the Artist Advocate
Learning disabled artists need support.  The level and type 
of support will vary according to the individual.  Here are 
some key points that you might want to think about if you are 

developing this role.
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This toolkit starts with a description of the role of the 
Artist Advocate.
In our project, it worked like this:

The Artist Advocate is the person who provides support for the 
learning disabled artist.

The Mentor is offering specific advice and development for the 
learning disabled artist.



Artist Advocates:

The Artist advocate is helping the learning disabled artist 
with their development, and so they should be someone who has 
a knowledge of and has been working in the visual arts.

• Work with the artist on developing an artists plan
• Encourage artist to be independent 
• Think about the artists long term aims
• Make suggestions and give different options to help artist 

make decisions
• Provide support (make list of areas of support, eg to attend 

meetings and events and what is involved) 
• Work on a plan with artists on what they would like to 

achieve from sessions
• Make documents into easy read with visuals
• Act as sounding board
• Keep the artist focused
• Work with the artist on prioritising 
• Give feedback on writing and talking about work
• Act as link between artist and mentor
• Suggest links and other resources for the artist to look at 
• Suggest opportunities for the artist to apply to 
• Support the artist in making applications
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Example of an artists plan:

Example of easy-read:
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Setting up mentoring sessions 

Artist Advocate and learning disabled artist:

• Work on ground rules document before starting sessions 
• Work on a plan of what you would like to achieve from 

sessions
• At first session establish a workflow system which the artist 

and mentor can use during sessions and for assignments, for 
example setting up new folders for storing images on the 
laptop

• How often will sessions will happen and timing of sessions
• Meet artist mentor in advance at the venue that mentoring 

sessions will be taking place 
• Discuss how artist likes to work and let artists mentor know 
• Artist to send mentor images of work that inspire them and 

why in advance to discuss at first meeting
• Establish how would like to keep in touch with mentor
• Artists Advocate to allow time to meet with artists between 

sessions to provide support if required and go through plan 
for next mentoring session
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Photojournalism
Photojournalism moves beyond communicating a 
news story to evoke emotion and action in the 
viewer. The photojournalism format combines 
narrative with a sense of pace or urgency. 
Photojournalism differs from purely documentary, 
street or celebrity photography by its compelling 
emotional effect on the viewer. 

Example of ideas and inspirations collected by the learning 
disabled artist before the mentoring:



Mentor and artists advocate:

• Confirm ground rules 
• Hours and plan of session to be agreed. 
• Mentor to let artist and advocate know what need to bring to 

each session and whether working inside or outside 
• Mentor to send assignment 4 days in advance of session to 

artist advocate, this allows time for artists advocate to 
put into a document with visuals and for advocate to discuss 
with artist before mentor session. 

• Artists with learning disabilities often need extra time to 
process information, this should be factored in to planning 
of each session. 

• Allow time in sessions for artist to write notes 
• Establish how you would like to keep in touch with artist
• Mentor should be aware of not overwhelming the artist with 

too much content in each session
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Keep it simple!

Build the relationship - take time
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During mentoring sessions

Artist:

• Recap on last session with mentor
• Ask mentor questions
• Artist and mentor to work on a checklist which can be 

used for assignments and when sessions have finished. 
• Let mentor know when want to have breaks
• Allow time at end of session recap what learnt with 

mentor and go through notes with mentor which artist has 
taken during the session.

• Feedback after each session to artists advocate.
• Establish how you would like to keep in touch with mentor
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Artist Advocate:

• Artists advocate to discuss plan for day with artist and 
mentor at start of session 

• Feed in and make suggestions to artist and mentor when 
appropriate which helps to support artist

• Take notes during session.
• Artist advocate to capture feedback after each session
• Allow time after each session for artist and advocate to 

have a feedback if artists would like to
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Example of feedback collection:



Mentor:

• To be aware that artists with learning disabilities often 
need extra time to process information. 

• Artist mentor needs to be flexible regarding the amount of 
planned content covered at each session with the artist

• Understanding that not all planned topics may be covered 
or discussed during some of the sessions. 

• Recap on last session and give feedback
• Ask the artist questions 
• Allow breaks
• Allow time for artist to take notes
• Set an assignment for next session
• Work with artist to write a checklist which can be used on 

assignments and after sessions have finished. 
• Allow time for reflection and feedback after each session
• Fill in feedback forms
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Example of learning disabled artist notes:



After mentoring sessions 

Artist:

Work on topics covered in the session

Artists Advocate:

Maintain link between artist and mentor

Mentor:

Set assignment for artist to work on, or suggest some follow-
up activity
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Photography mentor sessions with Simon Roberts 

Assignment to be completed for 15th January 2019

  Create two or three portraits and self portraits   
 

Use your canon cam-era

 
Make a series of Pop Art inspired portraits 
Create multi works around same themes, topic or subject matter
These could be based onColour and texturePoliticalPositivity and joyPop Art

Example of mentor set assignement:
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